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Superintendent’s Message

Dear KAS Community,

It is my pleasure to write to you all in this very first Enews 
of the 2019-2020 school year. 

I have observed many happy faces as students and their 
families have returned to KAS ready to start learning and 
also meet new and returning friends and teachers. I hope 
your children have felt as welcomed as I have within our 
learning community.

I would like to take this opportunity to introduce the new 
teachers to the KAS community:

Bill Collins – High School Science

Kelsey Caldwell – Kindergarten 

Jon Caldwell – Grade 4 

Mike Schrage – High School Social Studies 

Busi Peters-Maughan – Grade 3

Khafilah Malik – Middle School English

Ashika Chapman – Special Educational Needs Coordinator 

Gilles Peyron – Elementary PE 

Edward LeMay – High School English 

Allison Mallory – Secondary Guidance Counselor 

Elias Shashati – Middle School Math 

Kathleen Ward – Grade 5 

Vianca Trigo – Pre Kindergarten

We also have a number of returning members of faculty 
who have changed position:

Elementary Principal – Jeremy Albright 

Sara Abugarga – Admissions Director

An effective partnership between the school and parents is 

If we are told we have Our Work Cut Our For Us we know there 

is a lot to be done and a difficult task lies ahead. The phrase stems 

from the craft of tailoring but at the first glance it would seem the work 

is being made easier (by having someone cut out patterns before the 

stitching begins). But in fact, such a practice makes life more difficult 

for the tailor, as cutting the work out in advance is much quicker than 

actually tailoring a suit and therefore piles of material would mount 

up making it hard fort he tailor to keep up. Therefore it is quite easy 

to imagine a tailor explaining he is busy as he has his ‘work cut out 

for him’ and would be hard at it for the foreseeable future. The first 

recorded appearance of the phrase meaning ‘more than one can 

handle’ turned up in A Christmas Carol, a Charles Dickens novel first 

published in 1843.






